Complements to a theorem of Bourbaki on the convolution of a measure and a function.
The setting is as follows [3, Chapter VIII, §4, No Proof of the Proposition (under an added hypothesis in Case (ii)). We can suppose /> 0 and p>0. Let F(s, x) = f(s~ x)X(s~ , x), and let g: X -> R+ be the function defined by the formula g(x) = j" F(-, x) dp. One has g(x) = / F(.,x)dp in Case ( In Case (ii), if one assumes that the function (s, x) (-► f(s~ x) is p ® ftmoderated, then it results from part (2) of Lemma 3 that F(«, x) is p-integrable for locally /3-almost all x.
Case (iii). Suppose p is carried by a denumerable union S of compact sets. Since c5" = 1 locally p-almost everywhere and S is p-moderated, one has gix) =j Fi-, x)chs dp =f*F(-, x)<f>sdp for all x £ X. As shown in [3l g is again locally /3-integrable and is a determination of p * f. In particular, g(x) < +x locally /3-a.e.; in view of part Remark. In the Corollary, it also suffices that one of /, g be equal locally /3-a.e. to a continuous function. More generally, suppose /, g, f , g are locally /3-integrable functions such that / = /' locally /3-a.e. and g -g locally /3-a.e. It is elementary that if / and g are convolvable relative to /3, then so are / and g , and one then has f * g -f * g locally /3-a.e. Suppose, in addition, that f * g has a determination h such that h(x), for locally /3-almost all x, is given by the (coexisting) integral formulas of the Corollary;
for such an x, the first formula shows that / may be replaced by / (in both formulas), the second that g may be replaced by g"; thus f * g is also
given by such formulas locally /3-a.e.
